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The Quadrivium consists of the four Liberal Arts of Number, Geometry, Music, and Cosmology,
studied from antiquity to the Renaissance as a way of glimpsing the nature of reality. They
synthesize number, space, and time. Geometry is number in space, music is number in time,
and the cosmos expresses number in space and time. Number, music, and geometry are
metaphysical truths, good and beautiful everywhere at all times. Life across the universe
investigates them. They foreshadow the physical sciences. This is the first volume to bring
together the Quadrivium for many hundreds of years

About the AuthorThe five authors whose books comprise QUADRIVIUM are Miranda Lundy,
Anthony Ashton,, Jason Martineau, Daud Sutton, and John Martineau.--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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The Trivium: The Liberal Arts of Logic, Grammar, and Rhetoric Designa: Technical Secrets of the
Traditional Visual Arts Ruler and Compass: Practical Geometric Constructions The Golden
Section: Nature's Greatest Secret Sacred Geometry: Language of the Angels Sacred Geometry:
An A-Z Reference Guide The Elements of Music: Melody, Rhythm and Harmony Sacred
Geometry: Philosophy & Practice (Art and Imagination) Sacred Geometry for Artists, Dreamers,
and Philosophers: Secrets of Harmonic Creation Earth Grids: The Secret Patterns of Gaia's
Sacred Sites PHILOMATH: The Geometric Unification of Science & Art Through Number Celtic
Pattern: Visual Rhythms of the Ancient Mind The Little Book of Light Codes: Healing Symbols for
Life Transformation



DLB, “QUADRIVIUM: ANTHOLOGY OF SOME OF THE GREATEST WOODEN BOOKS. I
bought this book when it was released almost 11 yrs ago.IN SHORT:Quadrivium is about human
intellect.How marvelously profound the world and universe is, especially through the mind's eye
and creativity of our ancient forefathers.A BIT MORE INFO: (I'm not going to attempt to speak to
nor about every subject or Wooden Book contained in this anthology. Just some thoughts. )I
have been studying sacred geometry, philosophy, comparative religion, and Eastern Philosophy
(Kashmir Shaivism, tantra, four yoga, Vedanta, e.t.c) for over 30 years, and music theory for 40
years. I have all of the Wooden Books in this anthology (I preordered it when it was released not
knowing it was an anthology of the majority of ingenius titles already offered by Wooden
Books).An artist and musician by trade, before getting hit by a car and now virtually bedridden,
I'm grateful for having access to most of Wooden Books greatest publications in this one
anthology: Quadrivium.The cover design is magnificent. You can see what subjects will be
discussed and taught from looking at the little symbols on the cover. Kudos to the art
director.This is for serious seekers looking for the "secrets" of the universe-- actually,you'll find
there are no secrets at all, simply shapes, fractals, vibrations (AUM), e.t.c, found within nature
and art (obviously Fibonacci's Golden Mean); sounds (vibrations/ harmony/ micro tones), e.t.c.,
and what shape they take when studied and graphed, if you will. Quadrivium reveals the intellect
of the men and women who discovered the "secrets" to this grand universe. The patterns. The
simplicity within the grand scheme of things.There is peace within these patterns and shapes
and discoveries. What looks like chaos is a well oiled machine, if you will.Quadrivium shows you
this.The title says it all: it's a fantastic, in depth study of Quadrivium.Personally, after almost ten
years, I use the singular publications more than this anthology. Not only because of size, but
because each Wooden Book is a marvelous gem. Truly. A gift from each author. Simplistic and to
the point. And the artwork and design of each small Wooden Book is as beautiful as the subjects
being taught, studied, or showcased.Reading Quadrivium from front to back was a profound
experience. There is a flow to everything; a pattern to nature that ancient man discovered-- from
as far back as 5,000-8,000 BCE (Hindu mystics) to modern man.I have bought many artist,
musician, and spiritual seekers, renunciates, agnostics,and atheists, this book. It truly is
ecumenical. Science meets the ancient arts.The beauty of it is it showcases the brainpower and
innate artistic, scientific, and musical genius of people from thousands of centuries
ago.Although I study the works of ancient mystics from many cultures and time periods, I do
enjoy how Wooden Books showcase, for example, Sacred Geometry not in mystic terms, but
again, how man created some of the most beautiful architecture in history using only a straight
edge, a most archaic compass, and a writing utensil.Think about this: from a point on a piece of
paper, then horizontal line, several circles, triangles created from these circles and lines, and
then a perfect square---without any form of measurements like inches and cm--- ancient
philosophers/ thinkers/ architects created the Tree of Life and other sacred symbols, but they



also used these simple drawings to create Notre Dame, the Great Pyramids, Gothic
Architecture, Islamic Architecture.Pythagoras created a system of music.Quadrivium looks into
the visual aspect of the this system, mapped out on paper based on vibrations, microtones,
e.t.c.In all, Quadrivium is about human intellect. How marvelously profound the world and
universe is, especially through the mind's eye and creativity of our ancient forefathers.”

Steven Makar, “Great product, Miranda Lundy is able to take these .... Great product, Miranda
Lundy is able to take these arts and reduce them down to their bare bones, what they functioned
as in ancient times, how their functions have changed, and how you can understand them. I felt
my education of some of these subjects was lacking so I took to ordering this book and studying
myself, I have read a lot of it and it's a great read. Please note, some of wooden books are just
sections taken out from this book, so before you order other books from them ensure that you
aren't getting the same texts in this book. The writing is simply brilliant and she somehow makes
the subjects I found dullest in school, actually interesting and relevant.”

Leslie Swan, “Pretty good, but a little too groovy. Full of awesome observations and inter-
relations between things we normally do not think of as being connected. But slightly polluted by
trying to be too "ooh, aaah" about it, and trying too hard to draw cosmic connections. Like a
news article that reports the facts very well, then goes on to make whacky editorial comments.
Specific example, the authors tend to hijack terms and use them for brand new things.
"Epigram" and "epigrammatic" are frequently just mis-used. They just don't mean what they are
used for here. In a poetic sense, sure, they make a spiritual sort of sense. But in general they
make some statements sound silly. If the authors had avoided this tendency to want to appear
"extra spiritually significant," the book would be twice as good.”

Maria Campagna, “100 Percent happy. Great book arrived in perfect condition. Illustrations are
amazing.”

eden or, “contains 6 books inside, that are also found separately .... contains 6 books inside, that
are also found separately: "sacred number", "sacred geometry", "platonic & archimedean
solids", her monograph", "the elements of music" and "a little book of coincidence"”

Wendy M Mackey, “Explore the Geometric Dance of Life. My book arrived neatly packed and
without damage of any kind. Quadrivium is a jam packed resource for the newly interested or
seasoned veteran of how our world works from not only a philosophical perspective but the
mathematical as well. Love it! The inclusion of ancient and historical etchings was a major treat.
The language of sound and the beauty of resonance here on Terra Firma and Celestial all in this
book ready to be explored.”

Russ, “Exceeded Expectations. Great intro to each of these topics. Every page has a photo. The



artwork is really good. The content is shallow level but good enough to connect everything
together. Would recommend. Would buy again.”

Ryan, “Make Sure To Fact Check This Book. This book, for the most part, is incredibly accurate. I
have not completed it yet, but I have found one error in the book that seems to speak volumes as
to what kind of research went into this book; the kind of research being biased research. The
bias is light-medium. For example, on page 18 it is talking about the number 4, the number of
manifestation (according to the mystical interpretation of numbers) and to further this point
ancient philosophers have theorized that all matter is made up of 4 parts (Fire, Air, Earth, Water).
Now this book wants to fit in with modern science so they make the claim that all matter is made
up of protons, neutrons, electrons, and neutrinos. This is wrong for a few reasons, most notably
is the mention of neutrinos, which barely interact with matter at all (a simple Google search will
tell you) and are only created during nuclear reactions (so they don't really have much to do with
ordinary matter at all). But the author obviously wanted there to be 4 particles that make up all
matter, so the author included neutrinos even though they do not really fit. However, if the author
did more research, they would have found that there are 3 particles that make up all matter; up
quarks, down quarks, and electrons. Thus we see that matter is actually of 3, or the second
unity, and when you add time for a total of 4, that is when you get the manifestation of our
universe. So the book is not wrong about what the numbers represent, it just tried too hard to
force the point where it did not fit. Had the author done more research I am sure they would have
come to the same conclusion as myself. Perhaps there was a tight deadline?I still love this book
because mistakes like this have been few so far (really this is the only one I've blatantly noticed).
It will have me fact cheking everything else in the book, which will take me a bit longer to work
through, but hopefully the extra work ends up being a blessing and I learn a bit more because of
it. I feel those buying the book should know before hand that this book is not perfect, though it is
close. Hence the 4 stars.I would still highly recommend it.”

Fluffy Head, “Interesting book which shows the connections between science, mathematics and
art. This is one of my favourite books. Great quality, with wonderful images and interesting text. I
used it during my Fine Art degree as I was working between the boundaries of mathematics,
science, and art: and that is where I would place the topics of this book. It is good value for
money as it contains 6 of the smaller books which were £5.99 each and this book was £10.49 (at
my time of purchase, early 2016). When I get the time I would love to delve more deeply into the
subjects it discusses, but for the time being, this is a great introduction!”

Bob Ebdon, “For numerical geeks.. Cannot recommend this book too highly. For anyone who
built dodecahedra at school or who enjoys number patterns or who appreciates the numerical
basis of music. Which is basically nerds like me.”



Hannah W, “Excellent. This is a really high-quality book, so I'm very pleased I got it for such good
value. It was given as a gift, and hopefully enjoyed. I know I would have loved to receive it!
Maybe I can buy another as a present to myself...”

johnny, “A great book.. This is ,like the Trvium a superb collection under one cover.Still reading it
though.”

The book by Don S. Lemons has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,528 people have provided feedback.
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